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Legitimate defense is a kind of action, which is for protecting country, 
public interests, myself or others’ person, property and any rights else against 
being under illegal behavior and taking measures of preventing this 
infringement. Though legitimate defense is an important system in criminal law 
and correlated scholars study it for a long time, up to now there is no unify 
opinion about it regardless of theory or practice. How to differentiate legitimate 
defense from excessive defense is a controversial focus, and almost every case 
of legitimate defense has objection. The author tries to define correlated 
conceptions about legitimate defense again, and tries to understand every 
essential factor of legitimate defense from the perspective of subjective wrong. 
The last point is to analyze the law substance about legitimate defense 
combining with the theory of law, and to add essential judging factor of this 
case. 
Besides the preface and conclusion, this dissertation is divided into three 
parts as follows: 
Chapter one is the brief account of subjective wrong about defense. The 
author tries to classify the subjective wrong as the subjective wrong with 
deliberate crime and legitimate defense from the perspective of the premise of 
subjective, besides the author also introduces the old classification of subjective 
wrong. 
Chapter two is the category of subjective wrong with defense. The author 
will analyze the changes of essential factors exert the influences on determining 
the nature of people’s action from the perspective of each essential factor of 
legitimate defense, besides the author tries to re-define imaginary defense, 
because up to now, there are still confusion about the definition of it from the 













Chapter three is pondering over the case of Deng Yu-jiao. The author tries 
to re-pondering over the case of Deng Yu-jiao with the theory of the possibility 
of expecting. And combining with people’s feeling factors, the author will 
analyze whether there are advantageous conditions to Deng Yu-jiao or not. 
Besides the author will combine with the views of pre-demonstration and try to 
less the criminal responsibility on Deng Yu-jiao, which are different from the 
judging foundations of the court of justice. Finally, the author will distill the 
theory about the case of Deng Yu-jiao from the spirit of law. 
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错误！使用“开始”选项卡将 标题 1,章 应用于要在此处显示的文字。 
1 
引  言 
2009 年热点案件——“邓玉娇刺死官员案”虽已尘埃落定，法院判决
对邓玉娇免予刑事处罚，但该案背后关于正当防卫问题的讨论却始终没有
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